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                                        SOLIDINE MEDIAVideo Production is a Powerful Medium
                                    

                                Videos are one of the most effective mediums that businesses can use to help tell their story, educate customers, or train employees. In addition to its marketing prowess, video production enables businesses to establish deeper relationships with their target audiences through connecting with unique and relatable stories. At SolidLine Media, we will help you to uncover the best direction for your video content based on the goals and objectives of your business or organization. Without proper planning or a direction, videos often fall flat. It is important to develop a strong video production strategy and set clear objectives. Below are a few things we do at SolidLine to help you get on track with your video production goals.
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												Video Content Strategy
											

											
                                                How can your video get more views? How much information should a video contain? How do you make videos interesting enough for people to want to watch them? To answer these questions, it is important that business owners have a video content strategy. Before SolidLine Media films a video, our crew visualizes it as a story that has a beginning, middle, and end.
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												Audience Research
											

											
                                                Before our crew develops a video concept for a client, we conduct comprehensive audience research to better understand what captures the attention of these individuals and how to keep them engaged. After gathering the data we need, our crew then translates those insights into meaningful content. Some techniques and tools we use include social media…
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												Content Production Planning
											

											
                                                After determining our clients’ objectives and their target audiences, our crew plans how scripts should be written, creates storyboards, determines talent needs, researches locations to film, and more. There are a lot of moving parts SolidLine handles to ensure everything goes according to plan while filming your videos. Most importantly, our plan ensures everything is aligned with…
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												Content Consultancy
											

											
                                                Modern brands are aware of the importance of content marketing. However, some business owners still need help with improving their approach. This is where the expertise of our highly-trained content consultants comes in handy. Our crew can help clients understand the effectiveness of their existing content strategies, identify areas that can be optimized, and develop…
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                                        Why Work With The SolidLine Media Video Production Crew?
                                    

                                SolidLine Media has over 20 years of experience producing high-end videos for clients within the United States and in over 35 countries around the world. All of our video production services are done in-house to maintain quality at every stage of the video production process. In addition, our bottom-line pricing policy means that clients do not need to worry about any hidden charges.
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                    Tell Us About Your Project
Regardless of the type of video your organization needs from our team, there’s a 

perfect mix of live video and motion graphics that will meet your needs
                

                
                

                        Name(Required) 

Title(Required) 

Email(Required)
                            
                        

Phone(Required)

Company(Required) 

Project Type(Required)Project Type *
Promotional / Marketing
Educational / Training
Livestreaming
Virtual Event Production
Social Ads
Documentary
Explainer
2D or 3D Animation



Budget(Required)

How did you hear about us?How did you hear about us?
Referral
Upcity
LinkedIn
Google
Social Media
Other



Message

CAPTCHA




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

		                
		                
                    

                        Schedule a Free Creative Call Today!
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                            Producing Smart Videos for 

Happy Clients Since 2001
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